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(57) Sammendrag:
A door lock actuation device (11) configured for operating a door lock (3) in a door blade (1), wherein the 
door lock comprises a dead bolt (5) driven by rotation of a connector (7). The device (11) comprises a 
casing (10), inside which there is provided a motor (39) for driving a rotational connector-receiver (16) that 
receives and rotates the connector (7). The device (11) also comprises a rotational handle (12) 
mechanically connected to the connector-receiver (16), for forcing rotation of the connector-receiver (16) 
by manual rotation of the handle (12). The motor (39) is selectively disconnecta-ble from the connector
receiver (16) for manual driving of the connector-receiver (16) by the handle (12) without backdriving the 
motor (39).
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Electromechanical door lock actuation device and method

for operating it

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to electromechanical door lock actuation devices with 

motor drive as well as manual drive. It also relates to a method for operating such de

vice. In particular, the invention relates to a device according to the introductory part 

of claim 1.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In order to facilitate opening and locking of door locks, various electromechanical 

door lock systems have been proposed.

FIG. 1 illustrates a prior art door lock actuator system 8. A door blade 1 comprises a 

straight spring latch handle 2 that actuates a spring latch 4 in a door lock 3. A dead 

bolt 5 is actuated by a lock cylinder 6 that has a key receiver (not shown) on one side 

of the door 1. The lock cylinder 6 has on its opposite end towards the door blade a 

connector 7, provided as a lock actuator pin, for connection to another lock element, 

for example a manual knob or an electromechanical actuator 8, as illustrated, which by 

rotation of the lock actuator pin 7 operates the dead bolt 5 between a fully retracted 

position, as illustrated, and a fully extended position, which is typically called a dead 

position. Such an electromechanical actuator is disclosed in US patent application No. 

2015/0096341. The actuator is battery driven but also comprises a cylindrical handle 9 

around the motorised actuator 8. Turning the cylindrical handle 9 manually actuates 

the dead bolt 5 and also rotates the motor. This rotation of the motor requires addi

tional manual force in excess to the force that is required to move the dead bolt 5.

US patent No. 9097037 discloses an electromechanical door lock of a similar principle

with a key entry on one side of the door and a handle on the opposite side and with an

electromechanical actuator inside a housing. However, between the handle and the
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electromechanical actuator, there is provided a so-called lost motion where the handle 

can rotate over an angular range of free motion for operating the dead bolt without 

driving the motor. In order to provide this free motion, a driver coupler, which is con

nected to the dead bolt, is freely movable inside a pocket between two shoulders on 

opposite ends of the pocket. When the motor is used for actuation, a gearwheel will 

rotate the pocket relatively to the driver coupler and move the shoulders towards the 

driver coupler and engage with it in order to electromechanically drive it by the shoul

ders.

In practice, in US9097037, the time between activation of the motor and the engage

ment of the shoulders with the driving couples takes several seconds, which for an 

impatient user appears as unacceptable long time. Another disadvantage is the fact that 

manual operation of the lock in case of power failure requires substantial manual force 

for backdriving the motor, which for elderly people and children is difficult.

It would be desirable to improve the system towards a quicker acting system and 

which requires less force for manual operation in case of power failure.

A different improved system is disclosed in EP2762661 in which a motor during oper

ation forces gearwheels to engage with and drive the lock, and where the motor is dis

engaged for manual operation.

DESCRIPTION / SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is therefore an objective of the invention to provide an improvement in the art. In 

particular, it is an objective to provide an alternative electromechanical door lock ac

tuation system with a manual handle in which the handle operation for moving the 

dead bolt does not drive the motor but is quickly acting on the dead bolt when switch

ing from manual operation to electromechanical actuation. It is another objective to 

provide an alternative electromechanical door lock actuation system with a manual 

handle in which the manual handle can be used without driving the motor even in the 

case of power failure. These objectives are achieved with door lock actuation devices 

and their operation as explained in more detail in the following.
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The door lock actuation device is configured for operating a door lock in a door blade,

wherein the door lock comprises a dead bolt driven by rotation of a connector, typical

ly a lock actuator pin, which is functionally connected to the dead bolt.

The device comprises a casing, inside which there is provided a rotational connector

receiver, for example pin-receiver, for receiving and rotating the connector, for exam

ple the lock actuator-pin, which connects to the lock for driving the dead bolt when the 

casing is mounted on the door blade. A motor is provided inside the casing for driving 

the connector-receiver, for example pin-receiver.

The device comprises a rotational handle mechanically connected to the connector

receiver, for forcing rotation of the connector-receiver by manual rotation of the han

dle.

The connector-receiver comprises a receiver-gearwheel such that rotation of the re

ceiver-gearwheel in opposite directions causes rotation of the connector-receiver in 

opposite directions. The motor is coupled to a first gearwheel for being driven by 

torque from the motor. The first gearwheel is connectable to the receiver-gearwheel by 

intermeshing for conveying torque from the motor to the receiver-gearwheel via the 

first gearwheel. However, in addition, the first gearwheel is also disconnectable from 

the receiver-gearwheel for breaking the intermeshing torque connection between the 

receiver-gearwheel and the motor. As the device has the possibility to connect and 

disconnect the motor from the connector-receiver, a selective motorised or manual 

driving of the pin-receiver is possible without the manual driving by the handle affect

ing the motor. This is in contrast to many prior art systems, where manual driving of 

the dead bolt requires force to also backdrive the motor.

For the intermeshing between the first gearwheel and the receiver-gearwheel, there is 

provided a gearwheel system with a plurality of gearwheels in intermeshing configura

tion.

The gearwheel system comprises a bridge extending from a stationary gearwheel axle

with a stationary motor-driven gearwheel to a swingable gearwheel axle with a swing-
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able gearwheel, where the two gearwheels are intermeshed. The swingable gearwheel 

axle is carried by the bridge. Thus, upon motorised activation, the bridge is swinging 

the swingable gearwheel about the stationary gearwheel axle between a first and a sec

ond angular position. The first angular position of the bridge implies intermeshing of 

the swingable gearwheel with the receiver-gearwheel at one location of the receiver

gearwheel for driving the receiver-gearwheel in a first rotational direction by the 

swingable gearwheel. The second angular position of the bridge implies intermeshing 

of the swingable rotational gearwheel with the receiver-gearwheel at another location 

of the receiver-gearwheel for driving the receiver-gearwheel in a second, opposite ro

tational direction by the swingable gearwheel. The switch between the first and second 

angular position is very quickly as compared to the actuation of the connector, espe

cially, if the swingable gearwheel is smaller than the receiver-gearwheel.

For example, the bridge is connected to the stationary rotational gearwheel through a 

friction clutch for swinging the bridge by rotation of the stationary motor-driven gear

wheel, unless the rotation of the bridge is blocked by the instance of the swingable 

rotational gearwheel abutting the receiver-gearwheel at the first or second rotational 

position, in which case the friction clutch allows frictional movement between the 

stationary rotational gearwheel and the bridge.

Typically, the bridge is configured for rotation over a range of more than 180 degrees 

between the first and second angular position, for example in the range of 180 to 270 

degrees.

Advantageously, the rotation of the bridge from the first to the second position is 

caused by rotation of the motor in one direction and the rotation of the bridge from the 

second to the first position is caused by rotation of the motor in the opposite direction. 

Optionally, the system comprising an electronic decoder configured for measuring the

angular movement of the connector-receiver, and being configured for stopping the

motor and the rotation of the connector-receiver at a predetermined dead bolt exten

sion position and predetermined retraction position. For example, the decoder is func

tionally connected to a toothed decoder wheel intermeshed with the gearwheel system
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or with the receiver-gearwheel, where the rotation of the decoder wheel is read by the 

decoder. Optionally, the electronic decoder is configured for reversing the motor, as a 

consequence of stopping the motor, for driving the first gearwheel in an opposite di

rection over an angle that is less that the angular distance between the first and the 

second angular position. This driving of the opposite direction disconnects the motor 

from the connector-receiver by separating the bridge from the receiver-gearwheel and 

allows for unhindered manual rotation of the connector-receiver while disconnected 

from the motor.

For example, the door lock actuation device is operated as follows. The first gearwheel 

is connected to the receiver-gearwheel, for example through a gear wheel system as 

explained above, and motorised actuation of the dead bolt is activated by conveying 

torque from the motor to the receiver-gearwheel via the first gearwheel, optionally via 

the gear wheel system. Then, the first gearwheel, or gearwheel system, is disconnected 

from the receiver-gearwheel for breaking the intermeshing torque connection between 

the receiver-gearwheel and the motor for allowing manual driving of the connector

receiver without the manual action backdriving the motor.

It is pointed out that such system is useful not only for the gearwheel system compris

ing pinion gears but can also be used for worm-gears, which are self-locking such that 

manual backdriving of the motor is not possible. As the connection to the motor is 

broken, no force is exerted backwards through the gearwheel system towards the mo

tor, which would otherwise affect such a worm gear. Thus, the automatic motorised 

backwards motion of the bridge to get the receiver-gearwheel out of engagement, 

solves the problem encountered when worm-gears are part of the gearing system be

tween the motor and the dead bolt.

Such system for unhindered manual rotation works well as long as there is electrical 

power available for the decoder and the motor for the backwards motion of the bridge. 

However, in case that there is a power failure, for example batteries running out of

power or an electrical failure, the bridge may happen to stay in the first or second posi

tion in engagement with the receiver-gearwheel. In order to safeguard an unhindered
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manual operation also in this situation, even when self-locking worm-gears are in

volved, the following embodiments are useful. Accordingly, a resilient spring mecha

nism is provided at the first and at the second position, the spring mechanism acting 

against the force of the bridge against the receiver-gearwheel and separating the 

swingable gearwheel from engagement with the receiver-gearwheel. For example, the 

resilient spring mechanism comprises a resilient part and an abutment. Optionally, the 

resilient part is part of a spring member and extends from the bridge and is configured 

for swinging together with the bridge against the abutment, which is provided remote

ly from the bridge.

When the bridge is swung for intermeshing the teeth of the receiver-gearwheel and the 

resilient part of the spring member abuts the abutment and is resiliently deformed 

against the abutment due to the pressing force of the bridge towards the receiver

gearwheel due to the friction clutch, which provides force enough to deform the resili

ent part of the spring member and to keep the swingable gear wheel in tooth

engagement with the receiver-gearwheel. Once, the rotation stops, the force on the 

resilient part stops as well, and the resilient part returns to the original shape, pressing 

the bridge away from the abutment and, thereby, the swingable gearwheel away from 

the receiver-gearwheel and out of the engagement with the receiver-gearwheel.

In some embodiments, the device comprises a first and a second abutment separate 

from the gearwheel system, the first abutment being provided for interaction with the 

resilient part at the first angular position, and the second abutment being provided for 

interaction with the resilient part at the second angular position.

Alternatively, the resilient spring mechanism is provided as a resilient stationary 

spring member separate from the swingable bridge in combination with an abutment 

that is swinging together with the bridge against the resilient stationary spring mem

ber.

The motor of the device can in principle be activated by power from a power source

that is started by manually pushing a push button contact that closes an electrical cir

cuit. Instead of the push button contact, an electrical relay switch can be used, for ex-
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ample operated automatically. Alternatively or in addition, the motor is activated by

turning of the handle; a decoder reads the turning of the connector receiver by the

manually rotational handle, which activates the motor in order to assist the user in

locking or unlocking the door.

As a further option, the device is operated remotely by a wireless signal. For example, 

the device comprises a receiver inside the casing for receiving and executing wireless 

digital command data for locking or unlocking the door lock, the receiver being func

tionally coupled to the motor for activating the motor in dependence of the locking or 

unlocking command.

For example, the receiver is configured for wireless digital command signals, for ex

ample Bluetooth, WIFI, Z-wave, ZigBee, or radio frequency signals. An integrated 

circuit inside the casing is configured and programmed for activating the motor in ei

ther direction upon receiving a corresponding wireless command signal by the receiv

er, for example from a smartphone or pager. The device will, typically, comprise a 

transceiver for bidirectional digital communication with a programmable computer 

system for controlling the device remotely, for example by a smartphone or other type 

of computer, optionally with encrypted digital communication. The latter can be 

achieved with corresponding encryption keys communicated between the integrated 

circuit and the smartphone or other type of computer that is used for remotely operat

ing the device.

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will be explained in more detail with reference to the drawing, where

FIG. 1 shows a prior art electromechanical door actuator system;

FIG. 2 illustrates a first part of a device with a handle;

FIG. 3 illustrates the transmission gear system of the device where a) is a first driving 

position of the gear, b) is a neutral position, and c) is an opposite driving posi

tion of the gear;

FIG. 4 illustrates a swingable bridge with a swingable spring member;

FIG. 5 illustrates a swingable bridge with a stationary spring member;
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FIG. 6 is an illustration of a lock device with batteries and decoder.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION / PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

FIG. 1 illustrates a prior art door lock actuator system 8. A door blade 1 comprises a 

straight spring latch handle 2 that actuates a spring latch 4 in a door lock 3. A dead 

bolt 5 is actuated by a lock cylinder 6 that has a key receiver (not shown) on one side 

of the door blade 1. The lock cylinder 6 has on its opposite end towards the door blade 

a lock actuator pin 7 for connection to another lock element, for example a manual 

knob or an electrical actuator 8, as illustrated, which by rotation of the lock actuator 

pin 7 operates the dead bolt 5 between a fully retracted position, as illustrated, and a 

fully extended position, which is typically called a dead position. The electrical actua

tor is battery driven and also comprises a cylindrical handle 9 around the motorised 

electromechanical actuator 8. Turning the cylindrical handle 9 manually actuates the 

dead bolt 5 and also rotates the motor. In FIG. 1, the electromechanical actuator 8 is 

show as removed from the door, while it normally would be mounted onto the door 

blade 1 with the lock actuator pin 7 mounted inside the electromechanical actuator 8.

In the following, the electromechanical actuator system 8 of FIG. 1 is substituted by a 

different electromechanical lock device, however, the door 1 and the lock 3 with the 

lock actuator pin 7 serve as an equal basis and are referred to in similar manner.

FIG. 2 illustrates a lock device 11 with a cylindrical casing 12 at which one end there 

is provided a manually rotational handle 13 comprising a circular plate 14 and an out

wards protruding profile 15 across the plate 14 for easy grabbing and rotating of the 

handle 13, functioning as a thumbturn. The cylindrical casing 12 is configured for 

mounting onto a door blade similarly to the actuator system in FIG. 1 such that it re

ceived the lock actuator pin 7 into the opposite end of the casing 12 relatively to the 

end with the handle 13.

FIG. 3a illustrates a gearing system 10 of the lock device 11 as seen in a partially cut

out illustration opposite to the handle 13. The handle 13 is fastened to a connector

receiver 16, which due to the connector being a lock actuator pin, in the following is
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called a pin-receiver 16, although it may be easily modified to receive a different type

of connector that is connected to the dead bolt 5 for driving it by rotation of the con

nector.

Rotation of the handle 13 rotates the pin-receiver 16. The pin-receiver 16 received the 

lock actuator pin 7 in the slot 17, and when rotated by the handle 13, rotated the lock 

actuator pin 7 and consequently moves the dead bolt 5. The pin-receiver 16 comprises 

a receiver-gearwheel 18 which rotates together with the pin-receiver 16. This receiver

gearwheel 18 is used for driving the pin-receiver 16 by a motor through the gearing 

system 10. An electrical motor located underneath a first cover plate 31 is driving a 

first gearwheel 19 which is intermeshed with a second gearwheel 20. On the second 

gearwheel 20, a third gearwheel 21 is solidly fixed such that it rotates together with the 

second gearwheel 20 around a stationary axle 24. A bridge 23 is rotationally mounted 

on the stationary axle 24. This bridge 23 carries an axle 26 for a fourth gearwheel 22, 

which intermeshes with the third gearwheel 21 such that rotation of the third gear 21 

wheel causes rotation of the fourth gearwheel 22 in the opposite direction. The bridge 

23 is connected to the third gearwheel 21 through a friction clutch 25. When the third 

gearwheel 21 rotates, the friction clutch 25 creates sufficient friction between the third 

gearwheel 21 and the bridge 23 to swing the bridge 23 by the rotating third gearwheel 

21, unless there is an obstacle that prevents the swinging of the bridge 23, in which 

case the friction clutch 25 breaks the connection between the third gearwheel and the 

bridge 23 in order to allow the third gearwheel 21 to continue its rotation without fur

ther swinging of the bridge 23.

The electro-mechanical and manual operation of the lock is as follows. In the state of 

the gearing system 10 as illustrated in FIG. 3b, the fourth gearwheel 22 is in a position 

remote from the receiver-gearwheel 18, allowing free manual operation of the pin

receiver 16 without engaging with the first, second, third and fourth gearwheels 19-22. 

When the motor is activated in a first direction, the first gearwheel 19 drives the sec

ond gearwheel 20, by which the third gearwheel 21 is rotating, by which the bridge 23 

is swinging towards the pain receiver gearwheel 18, until the teeth of the fourth gear

wheel 22 intermesh with the teeth of the receiver-gearwheel 18. This situation is illus

trated in FIG. 3a. The receiver-gearwheel is an obstacle for further swinging of the
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bridge 23, and the swinging will stop, while the third gearwheel continues rotating due 

to the friction clutch 25 between the third gearwheel 21 and the bridge 23. The contin

uous rotation of the third gearwheel 21 puts rotational force on the now stationary 

bridge 23 and presses the fourth gearwheel 22 against the receiver-gearwheel 18 at a 

first angular position. The rotation of the third gearwheel 21 drives the fourth gear

wheel 22 which in turn drives the receiver-gearwheel. This way, the pin-receiver 16 is 

rotated in a first direction, which actuates the lock actuator pin 7 in the pin-receiver 16 

and, accordingly, moves the dead bolt 5.

When the dead bolt has moves to the end position, the motor is stopped. For example, 

the dead bolt is driven until it meets a hardware stop, which makes further driving of 

the dead bolt by the motor impossible, increasing the power consumption of the mo

tor, which is measured electronically and the motion of the motor stopped in this di

rection. Alternatively, an angular motion decoder is used which controls the angular 

maximum rotation of the pin-receiver 16 and stops the motor prior to the dead bolt 5 

reaching a hardware stop.

When the dead bolt 5 is to be moved in the opposite direction, the motor direction is 

reversed, and the first, second and third gearwheels 19-21 are rotated in an opposite 

direction. The bridge 23 is swung in the opposite direction together with the rotation 

of the third gearwheel 21, until the fourth gearwheel 24 abuts the receiver-gearwheel 

18 and intermeshes with the teeth at a second angular position on the opposite side of 

the receiver-gearwheel as compared to the situation in FIG. 3a. This situation is illus

trated in FIG. 3 c as compared to FIG. 3 a. The continuous driving of the third gear

wheel 21 due to the friction clutch 25 between the third gearwheel 21 and the bridge 

23 presses the teeth of the fourth gearwheel 22 into the teeth of the receiver-gearwheel 

18.

The switch between the first and second angular position is very quickly as compared

to the actuation of the connector, especially, if the swingable fourth gearwheel 22 is

smaller than the receiver-gearwheel 18.
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For minimal lateral force from the fourth gearwheel on the bridge 23, the axle 24 of

the third gearwheel 21 and the axle 26 of the fourth gearwheel 22 are on a centre line

27 that is tangential to the receiver-gearwheel 18.

In order for the manual operation being possible without turning the motor, the bridge 

23 is rotated away from the pin-receiver such that the fourth gearwheel 22 does not 

any longer engage with the receiver-gearwheel 18 after electromechanical actuation. 

For example, at the end of the electromechanical actuation, the motor is reversed and 

the bridge 23 swung away into the position as illustrated in FIG. 3b. Alternatively, the 

bridge 23 is only rotated a small angular distance from the pin-receiver 16 such that 

the teeth of the fourth gearwheel 22 are just free of the teeth of the receiver-gearwheel 

18.

A further alternative is provided with spring force acting against the bridge in a direc

tion away from the pin-receiver. When the bridge 23 is driven and pressed against the 

receiver-gearwheel 18 by the third gearwheel 22 through the friction clutch 25, the 

force due to the friction clutch is use to also deform a spring member. Once the force 

is stopped due to stopping of the motor, the spring member presses the bridge 25 away 

from the pin-receiver 16 without rotating the third gearwheel 23, which is possible due 

to the friction clutch between the third gearwheel 21 and the bridge 23. Examples of 

such spring arrangements are illustrate in FIG. 4 and 5.

In the example of FIG. 4, the bridge 23 is provided with a spring member 28 that ex

tends around the axle 24 and is fastened to the axle 24. The spring member 28 has a 

resilient part 29 on either side for abutment against an abutment pin 30. For example, 

with reference to FIG. 3 a, the abutment pin of FIG. 4 extends from a fastening point 

on the first cover plate 31. Alternatively, a second cover plate (not shown in FIG. 3 

and 4) is provided on top of the gearing system 10, which is on the opposite side as 

compared to the first cover plate 31 relatively to the fearing system 10, and the abut

ment pin 30 extends from such second cover plate.

When the bridge 23 is swung for intermeshing the teeth of the receiver-gearwheel 18

and the fourth gearwheel 22, the resilient part 29 of the spring member 28 abuts the
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abutment pin 30 and is resiliently deformed against the abutment pin 30 due to the 

pressing force of the bridge 23 towards the receiver-gearwheel 18. While the third 

gearwheel 21 is rotating, the friction clutch 25 provides force enough to deform the 

resilient part 29 of the spring member 28 and to keep the fourth gearwheel 22 in tooth

engagement with the receiver-gearwheel 18. Once, the rotation stops, the force on the 

resilient part 29 stops as well, and the resilient part 29 returns to the original shape, 

pressing the bridge 23 away from the abutment pin 30 and, thereby, the fourth gear 22 

wheel away from the receiver-gearwheel 18 and out of the engagement with the re

ceiver-gearwheel 18.

An alternative configuration is illustrated in FIG. 5a and 5b in perspectives as seen 

from different angles. In this case, a first and second resilient spring rod 32a, 32b is 

fastened to the non-rotational axle 24, and the bridge 23 is provided with a protrusion 

33 that engages with and deforms the first or the second resilient spring rod 32a, 32b, 

dependent on the rotational direction, as illustrated in FIG. 5b relatively to FIG. 5a. 

Other configurations are possible to achieve a similar effect as explained in connection 

with FIG. 4 and as shown in FIG. 5. The deformation of the first resilient rod 32a oc

curs when the bridge 23 is rotated clockwise by the friction clutch 25, and the abut

ment pin 30 is deforming the first resilient rod towards the receiver gearwheel 18. 

Once, the rotation stops, the first resilient rod 32a flexes back into the relaxed state 

and presses the bridge 23 counter-clockwise such that the fourth gearwheel 22 slips 

out of engagement with the receiver-gearwheel 18. Correspondingly, the second resili

ent rod 32b, as illustrated in FIG. 5b, presses the bridge 2 back in the opposite direc

tion after stop of rotation, due to the back-flexing.

FIG. 6a and 6b illustrate further details of the lock device. FIG. 6a shows a head-on 

view onto the pin receiver 16. In this embodiment, the slot 17 for the actuator pin 7 is 

different from the embodiment in FIG. 3. As illustrated in FIG. 6a and 6b, the device 

comprises four batteries 36 for powering the motor 39 of the actuator. Between the 

first gearwheel 19 and the motor 39, which are on opposite sides of the first cover 

plate 31, there are provided further gearwheels 38. The lock device comprises fixing 

screws 37 for fixing the casing 12 on a mounting plate against the blade of the door 1. 

The teeth of a toothed decoder wheel 34 intermesh with the teeth of the receiver
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gearwheel 18 and translate the rotation of the receiver-gearwheel 18 to digital data in 

an electronic decoder 35 in order to continuously measure and control the angular po

sition of the receiver-gearwheel 18. This decoder 35 is in electronic connection with 

the motor 39 and configured to stop the motor 39 at a predetermined position of the 

receiver-gearwheel 18, for example shortly before hardware stop of the dead bolt 5. In 

some embodiments, the decoder 35 is used to cause backturning the motor 39 after 

each stop in order to disengage the fourth gearwheel 22 from the receiver-gearwheel 

18, as explained above.

Optionally, the decoder 35 is used to activate the motor 39 when a manual turning of 

the handle 13 is detected via the manually rotated connector receiver 16 and the de

coder wheel 34.

The device comprises a printed circuit board 41 with a transceiver 42 inside the casing 

for controlling wireless data transfer and for executing wireless digital command data 

for locking or unlocking the door lock, the printed circuit board 41 being functionally 

coupled to the motor 39 for activating the motor 39 in dependence of the locking or 

unlocking command.

Reference numbers:

1 door blade

2 spring latch handle

3 door lock

4 spring latch

5 dead bolt

6 lock cylinder

7 lock actuator pin (spindle pin)

8 electrical actuator

9 cylindrical handle

10 gearing system to drive the pin-receiver 16

11 door lock actuation device

12 cylindrical casing

13 manually rotational handle

14 circular plate of handle 13
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15 outwards protruding profile across plate 14

16 pin-receiver

17 slot for lock actuator pin 7 in pin-receiver 16

18 receiver-gearwheel

19 first gearwheel

20 second gearwheel, tooth-engaged with first driver gearwheel 19

21 third gearwheel solidly connected and co-axial with second gearwheel 20

22 fourth gearwheel tooth-engaged with third gearwheel 21

23 bridge connecting third gearwheel 21 and fourth gearwheel 22

24 non-rotational axle for third gearwheel 21

25 friction clutch between third gearwheel 21 and bridge 24

26 axle for fourth gearwheel 22

27 centre line from centre of axle 24 and axle 26

28 spring member

29 resilient part of spring member for abutment to abutment 30

30 abutment pin

31 First cover plate

32a, 32b first and second resilient spring rod

33 protrusion on bridge 23

34 decoder wheel

35 electronic decoder

36 batteries

37 fixing screws

38 further gearwheels

39 motor

40 second cover plate

41 printed circuit board

42 transceiver
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PATENTKRAV

1. Dørlåsaktuatorapparat (11) til betjening af en dørlås (3) i et dørblad (1), hvor dørlå

sen (3) omfatter en låsepal (5) drevet ved rotation af en konnektor (7), som er funktio

nelt forbundet til låsepalen (5); hvor apparatet (11) omfatter en kasse (12), inden i 

hvilket der er tilvejebragt en roterbar konnektor-modtager (16) til modtagelse og rota

tion af konnektoren (7), når kassen (12) er monteret på dørbladet (1); hvor en motor 

(39) er tilvejebragt inden i kassen (12) til at drive konnektor-modtageren (16); hvor 

apparatet (11) omfatter et drejeligt håndtag (14), der er mekanisk forbundet med kon- 

nektor-modtageren (16) til at bevirke en rotation af konnektor-modtageren (16) ved 

manuel drejning af håndtaget (14); hvor konnektor-modtageren (16) omfatter et mod

tager-tandhjul (18), således at rotation af modtager-tandhjulet (18) i modsatte retninger 

bevirker rotation af konnektor-modtageren (16) i modsatte retninger: hvor apparatet 

omfatter et første tandhjul (19), som er koblet til motoren (39) for at blive drevet af 

kraftmoment fra motoren (39), hvor det første tandhjul (19) kan bringes i indgreb med 

modtager-tandhjulet (18) til at overføre kraftmoment fra motoren (39) til modtager

tandhjulet (18) via det første tandhjul (19), hvor det første tandhjul (19) kan frakobles 

modtager-tandhjulet (18) for at bryde indgrebet og kraftforbindelsen mellem modta

ger-tandhjul (18) og motor (39), hvorved der tilvejebringes selektiv motoriseret eller 

manuel kørsel af konnektor-modtageren (16,) hvor indgrebet mellem det første tand

hjul (19) og modtager-tandhjulet (18) er tilvejebragt ved hjælp af et tandhjulssystem 

med flere tandhjul, der har tænder i gensidigt indgreb (19, 20, 21, 22), hvor tandhjuls

systemet (10) omfatter en bro (23), der strækker sig fra en stationær tandhjulsaksel 

(24) til en svingbar tandhjulsaksel (26), idet den stationære tandhjulsaksel (24) er i 

rotationsforbindelse med et stationært motordrevet tandhjul (21) og den svingbare 

tandhjulsaksel (26) er i rotationsforbindelse med et svingbart tandhjul (22), hvor de to 

tandhjul (21, 22) er i indgreb med hinanden; hvor den svingbare tandhjulsaksel (26) 

bæres af broen (23); hvor broen (23) er anbragt svingbar mellem en første vinkelposi

tion og en anden vinkelposition ved at svinge broen (23) omkring den stationære tand

hjulsaksel (24), hvor broens (23) første vinkelposition indebærer indgreb af det sving

bare tandhjul (22) med modtager-tandhjulet (18) på ét sted af modtager-tandhjulet (18) 

til at drive modtager-tandhjulet (18) i en første omdrejningsretning med det svingbare
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tandhjul (22) og kendetegnet ved, at broens anden vinkelposition (23) indebærer ind

greb af det svingbare roterbare tandhjul (22) med modtager-tandhjulet (18) på et andet

sted af modtager-tandhjulet (18) til at køre modtager-tandhjulet (18) i en anden, mod

sat rotationsretning af det svingbare tandhjul (22).

2. Dørlåsesystem ifølge krav 1, hvor broen (23) er forbundet med det stationære rota

tionshjul (21) gennem en friktionskobling (25) til at svinge broen (23) ved drejning af 

det stationære motordrevne tandhjul (21), medmindre broen (23) er blokeret i tilfælde 

af, at det svingbare roterbare tandhjul (22) er i anlæg med modtager-tandhjulet (18) 

ved den første eller den anden rotationsposition, i hvilket tilfælde friktionskoblingen 

tillader en roterende bevægelse med friktion mellem det stationære rotationshjul (21) 

og broen (23).

3. Dørlåsaktuatorapparat ifølge krav 1 eller 2, hvor broen (23) er konfigureret til rota

tion over et område på mere end 180 grader mellem den første og anden vinkelpositi

on.

4. Dørlåseaktiveringsapparat ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor 

broenes (23) drejning fra den første til den anden position bevirkes af motorens (39) 

rotation i én retning, og hvor drejningen af broen (23) fra den anden til den første posi

tion er forårsaget af omdrejning af motoren (39) i den modsatte retning.

5. Dørlåsaktuatorapparat ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor en 

elastisk fjedermekanisme (28, 29, 30, 32a, 32b, 33) er tilvejebragt ved den første og 

den anden position, hvor fjedermekanismen (29, 30, 32a, 32b, 33) er konfigureret til at 

virke modsatrettet broens kraft (23) mod modtager-tandhjulet (18) for at separere det 

svingbare tandhjul (22) fra indgreb med modtager-tandhjulet (18).

6. Dørlåsaktuatorapparat ifølge krav 5, hvor den elastiske fjedermekanisme (28, 29, 

30) omfatter en fjedrende del (28, 29), som strækker sig ud fra broen (23) og er konfi

gureret til at svinge sammen med broen (23) mod et anslag og til at blive elastisk de

formeret mod anslaget (30), hvor anslaget er tilvejebragt i en afstand fra broen (23).
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7. Dørlåsaktuatorapparat ifølge krav 6, hvor apparatet omfatter et første og andet an

slag (30) separat fra tandhjulssystemet (10), hvor det første anslag (30) er tilvejebragt 

til elastisk samvirke med den fjedrende del (28, 29) i den første vinkelposition, og det 

anden anslag (30) er tilvejebragt til elastisk interaktion med den fjedrende del (28, 29) 

ved den anden vinkelsposition.

8. Dørlåsaktuatorapparat ifølge krav 5, hvor den elastiske fjedermekanisme (32a, 32b, 

33) omfatter en fjedrende del (32a, 32b), som er stationært monteret separat fra den 

svingbare bro (23) og som er konfigureret til samvirke med at anslag (33), som svinger 

sammen med broen (23) mod den fjedrende stationære del (32a, 32b).

9. Dørlåsaktuatorapparat ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor syste

met omfatter en elektronisk dekoder (35) konfigureret til at måle vinkelbevægelsen af 

konnektor-modtageren (16) og er konfigureret til at stoppe motoren (39) og drejning af 

konnektor-modtageren (16) ved en forudbestemt udskydningsposition og tilbagetræk

ningsposition af dødbolten, hvor dekoderen (35) er funktionelt forbundet med et deko

dertandhjul (34), der er i indgreb med tandhjulssystemet (10) eller med modtager

tandhjulet (18), hvor dekodertandhjulets (34) rotation kan udlæses

10. Dørlåsaktuatorapparat ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor sy

stemet omfatter en elektronisk dekoder (35) konfigureret til at måle vinkelbevægelsen 

af konnektor-modtageren (16) og er konfigureret til at stoppe motoren (39) og drejning 

af konnektor-modtageren (16) ved en forudbestemt udskydningsposition og tilbage

trækningsposition af dødbolten, hvor den elektroniske dekoder (35) er konfigureret til 

at vende motorens (39) driftsretning som en følge af stop af motoren (39) for at drive 

af det første tandhjul (19) i en modsat retning over mindre end vinkelafstanden mel

lem den første og anden vinkelposition for at derved afkoble motoren (39) fra konnek

tor-modtageren (16) ved at separere broen (23) fra modtager-tandhjulet (18) for at til

lade uhindret manuel rotation af konnektor-modtageren (16), mens den er afkoblet fra 

motoren (39).

11. Dørlåsaktuatorapparat ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor appa

ratet omfatter en modtager til modtagelse og udførelse af trådløse digitale kommando-
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data til låsning eller oplåsning af dørlåsen (3), hvor modtageren er funktionelt koblet

til motoren (39) til aktivering af motoren (39) i afhængighed af låse- eller oplåsnings

kommandoen.

5 12. Fremgangsmåde til betjening af et dørlåsaktuatorapparat ifølge et hvilket som helst

af de foregående krav, hvilken fremgangsmåde omfatter: at bringe tænderne af det 

første tandhjul (19) i indgreb med tænderne på modtager-tandhjulet (18) og at indlede 

motordrevet flytning af dødbolten ved at overføre kraftmoment fra motoren (39) til 

modtager-tandhjulet (18) via det første tandhjul (19) og derefter afkoble det første 

10 tandhjul (19) fra modtager-tandhjulet (18) og derved bryde kraftmomentforbindelsen 

mellem modtager-tandhjulet (18) og motoren (39) og derved tillade manuel drift af 

konnektor-modtageren (16) uden at drive motoren (39) baglæns.
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FIG. 3c
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FIG. 5b
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